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P.P.H. Waterval

Editorial

The International Darwin Year is drawing to a close. Here in the Netherlands
we have had our fair share of polemics on the ever-hot issue of evolution
versus creation. From the beginning of December 2008 until the end of
March 2009, a fierce debate raged both in the Christian and secular press.

I

In the beginning God
created the heaven and
the earth, Gen. 1: 1.
(photo P.G.B. de Vries)
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the garden of Eden’. Elsewhere in this issue of Lux
Mundi, the reader will find the interesting address
given there by Barend Kamphuis, professor of
Systematic Theology in Kampen.

t started with a public statement by Cees
Dekker, renowned professor of Molecular
Biophysics as well as a born-again Christian,
who confessed that, after an intense flirtation
with Intelligent Design, he had finally embraced
evolution as God’s method of creation. The ensuing
disputation sparked by Dekker, soon developed into
a free-for-all in which a great variety of issues were
discussed, such as the nature and limits of scientific
knowledge and theories; the relation between faith
and science; the relation between spirituality and
rationality; the interpretation of Genesis 1 and 2;
the value of creationist theories; the consequences
of an evolutionary worldview for Christian doctrine;
and – of course – the question of the duration of the
six days of creation.

Complex though the debate was, in February it was
sadly polluted by headlines in newspaper Trouw that
the E.O., the Evangelical Broadcasting Company,
had supposedly abandoned its faith in creation.
What had happened? Nothing more than that
Andries Knevel, the anchorman of Dutch Christian
television, had publicly signed a declaration
in which he apologized for his contribution in
propagating creationism for many years through
E.O. programmes. This caused a lot of resentment
among many Christians, who branded Knevel an
apostate and withdrew their E.O. membership. Of
course, the secular press relished this Christian
row. Later Knevel, although not renouncing his new
conviction, apologized for the unrest he had caused.

Many people were baffled by the complexity of the
debate. How much of a scientist do you have to be,
in order to be able to assess all the arguments in
favour of or against evolution? And how much of
a theologian do you have to be, in order to make a

Around the same time, Kees van Helden, a Christian
from Urk, sent 6.5 million pamphlets all over
The Netherlands promulgating creationism and
debunking evolution. This initiative provoked a lot
of resentment from the general public. The author
even received death threats. Not all Christians were
happy either. Some openly criticized Van Helden’s
evangelistic strategy. In November, he repeated his
nationwide bombardment with a second pamphlet.

choice between the many different interpretations
of Genesis 1 and 2? In order to facilitate the
discussion, eight Christian organizations convened
a one-day conference in June, called ‘Darwin in
December 2009

Pamphlets

In May, the Nederlands Dagblad published the
results of a survey among ministers from the main
Reformed denominations, which showed that there
is great diversity of views on the interpretation of
Genesis 1. One of the remarkable outcomes was
that many ministers, especially those who hold to a
strict 6 x 24 hours exegesis, appeared hardly ever to
preach on Genesis 1. After all, if the main message
of the text is to state what actually happened, what
more remains to be said? Some appear to avoid
this chapter because there are so many difficult
exegetical issues involved about which they don’t
feel able to speak with authority. Others, who don’t
hold to a strictly historical view, are afraid that
they might be accused by their congregations of
detracting from the authority of Scripture.
read more at page 85
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B. Kamphuis

 evelation, History, Theodicy
R
Aspects of Genesis 1

On June 6, 2009, a symposium was held in Nijkerk, The Netherlands,
entitled “Darwin in de tuin van Eden” (‘Darwin in the Garden of Eden’).
Bible-believing Christians engaged in a discussion about the relationship
between faith and the natural sciences. Of course, the occasion for this was
first of all the ‘Year of Darwin, 2009’, but also the current debate about
‘theistic evolution’, a view which by means of a range of publications and
broadcasts has drawn a great deal of public attention.

F

or this symposium, I presented the opening
lecture, dealing with the nature and
significance of Genesis 1. Next, Dr G. van den
Brink spoke about the nature and significance of
Genesis 2 and 3. That is why I, in my lecture, paid
hardly any attention to the story of Paradise and
the Fall. Someone said to me: ‘you stopped too
soon.’ And that’s entirely true. Fortunately, the
symposium did not end when I finished my lecture.
‘Where were you when I laid the earth’s foundation?
Tell me, if you understand’ (Job 38:4). These words of
God, directed to Job, still caution us to be humble.
That counts for all of us: for natural scientists, for
theologians, for all Christians who take an interest
in this subject. It counts for creationists, for theistic
evolutionists, and for all those others who haven’t
yet got all the answers. None of us was there. When
we think about creation and evolution, we come
face to face with the eternal power and divinity
of God, which far transcend our understanding. I
believe that this is what Genesis 1, also, wants to
teach us.
In my contribution, I may restrict myself to this
chapter of the Bible. But even then, there is a need
for further limitation. I will focus on three aspects:
Genesis 1 as revelation, as history and as theodicy.

Genesis 1 as Revelation
The point of departure for this symposium is
that the Bible has something to tell us about the
questions surrounding creation and evolution, and

nAbout the author:
Dr Barend Kamphuis is Professor in Dogmatics at the Theological University of
Kampen,Tthe Netherlands.
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that this is also true for Genesis 1.
Among many Christians, this point of departure
is far from self-evident. There are reputable
theologians who explicitly distance themselves
from this part of Scripture. As one example,
I mention the German theologian Wolfhart
Pannenberg. In his Systematic Theology he critiques
the Old Testament recounts of creation, because
they limit themselves to the beginning of the world,
and in this way, he says, they betray their mythical
origins (2,49). Pannenberg has many worthwhile
things to say, not only about creation, but also for
orthodox, Biblically faithful theology. But if we were
to follow him at this point, this symposium need
not last long. For us, the problem is that we accept
Genesis 1 as the Word of God, but that in doing so
we are faced with numerous questions, especially in
the light of contemporary scientific insights.

From God

I’d like to delve a little more deeply into the
character of Genesis 1 as revelation from God. The
extent to which this chapter addresses us from a
divine point of view is really striking. We seem to
be present in God’s council chamber, to share in His
deliberations, to hear divine words, which no-one
else has ever heard. There is a great difference
between the two creation narratives, the first in
Genesis 1:1-2:3, and the second in Genesis 2:4-25.
The latter has a much more earthly point-of-view,
and it shows us much more of human experience,
albeit that this human experience is given a very
specific interpretation. Genesis 1 is quite different.
Here, the Bible does not take an earthly, a human
point of view, but a divine one.
Whatever this chapter has to say to us about God’s
acts of creation, it can only do so because it comes
to us as divine revelation. And I can find no better
description of what ‘revelation’ is than the words of
the apostle Paul in I Corinthians 2: 9 and 10: “No eye
has seen, no ear has heard, no mind has conceived
what God has prepared for those who love him” –
but God has revealed it to us by his Spirit. The Spirit
searches all things, even the deep things of God.
God reveals Himself by His Spirit, in His Word. He
unveils secrets to us, which otherwise would always
82

“Thus the heavens and the
earth were completed in
all their vast array.”
(photo P.G.B. de Vries)

have remained unknowable. Revelation is not
rooted in our subjectivity: it comes to us from the
other side. And as I see it, this means that there can
be no direct continuity between the knowledge of
our experience – including our scientific knowledge
– and the revelation of God in Genesis 1. In other
words: a simple integration of science and faith in
the Scriptures is not possible. I am not saying that
they cannot be reconciled. But whenever there is a
dialogue between the two, the distinctive nature
of knowledge through revelation must receive its
due. Revelation is not just a short cut for gaining
knowledge that we could also obtain through
experience. Revelation gives us knowledge from the
other side.

Word of Gods love

That also determines the nature of revelation. God
has prepared it for those who love him. Revelation
is never simply information, not even simply
information obtained in some supernatural way.
Revelation is the Word of God’s love. It is more a
promise than a statement. God will not abandon
the work of his hands. He will restore mankind after
His image. In His promise, information is included.
But if you were to search for information apart from
the promise, you will be disappointed. This also
has implications for the debate between theistic
evolutionism and creationism. Are we asking the
right questions of Genesis 1?
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Genesis 1 as History
Genesis 1 is the beginning of the great Old
Testament historical narrative, which continues
up to and including II Kings. I elaborate on this
statement by challenging a number of commonlyused demarcations.
The best known of these is of course the
demarcation of the Pentateuch, the five books of
Moses, also known as the Law, or the Torah. These
books have their own place in the Hebrew canon,
as distinct from the books of Joshua to Kings,
which are regarded as the ‘early prophets’ (Ruth
excepted). This is a very sensible distinction, but
not as regards the historical character of these
books. Deuteronomy requires a continuation of its
narrative in Joshua, and Joshua makes no sense at
all apart from Deuteronomy.
Within the book of Genesis, the ‘early history’ –
chapters 1-11 – is often seen as a separate entity.
There is a lot to be said for that, for the origin of
Israel only really comes into sight with Abraham, in
Genesis 12.

Toledoth

However, the book of Genesis itself does not make
that distinction. On the contrary, the structure of
Genesis is determined by its division into toledoth, a
word variously translated as ‘account’, ‘descendants’
or ‘genealogy’. This toledoth structure simply
ignores the break between chapters 11 and 12.
Does Genesis 1 belong within this structure as well?
Some would deny that, for the word ‘toledoth’ does
83

not make its first appearance until Genesis 2:4.
This is the account of the heavens and the earth ...
However, the distinctive characteristic of the word
‘toledoth’ is that it makes connections. A toledoth
describes what became of, or what or who came
forth from, what is mentioned. Thus, Genesis 2:4
connects the first account of creation with the
second, and in this way it includes Chapter 1 in
the toledoth structure of the whole book. In short,
Genesis 1 is integrated into the historical account of
Genesis, which in its own turn is part of the great
Old Testament narrative that runs from creation to
the exile.
To me, this observation seems significant. It is
characteristic of the Biblical view of reality, that
history is important. The Bible does not present
us with ideas, or general truths, or continuously
repeating patterns. The Bible tells us about facts.
The Bible recounts the story of the relationship
between God and people, God and His people, a
story that is marked by pivotal events: the Exodus,
establishment of covenants, conquest, apostasy,
judgement, deliverance, renewed apostasy, exile.
This story continues through the remainder of
the Old Testament – the return, a new temple
– and carries on into the New: the birth, death,
resurrection and ascension of Jesus, the history of
the early church, looking towards the Lord’s return.
Within this great narrative, the history of creation
has its own legitimate place.

Historical event

This is also consistent with the character of Genesis
1, which presents creation as a historical event,
complete with a division into 7 days. That is why
I cannot agree with the view that Genesis 1 is not
about the ‘how’ of creation, but only about the
‘that’ and the ‘why’. In the Bible, the ‘how’ is always
important, because the Bible is about history.
Genesis can properly be viewed, as is done so often,
as a polemic against other ancient near-eastern
creation accounts. But then the polemic operates
on this level: in Genesis 1 the creation account is not
presented as a myth, but as history.
Still, there is more I need to say. For this is not
just history. It is divine revelation about history.
The Bible shows us the reverse side, or rather the
top layer, of the story, things we ourselves would
never have noticed. The Bible never presents us
with facts per se. They are always facts that have
been selected, interpreted, and placed within a
certain framework. Evidently, the focus of Biblical
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historiography is not primarily on an exact
representation of the facts or their chronology.
This is illustrated by the fact that even the most
pivotal events in the Biblical narrative – the Exodus,
Christmas, Easter – cannot be dated as exactly as
we, with our perspective on chronology, would
expect.
Genesis 1, too, fits within this framework. That
becomes clear, for instance, when you consider
what Genesis 1:1 might be referring to: “In the
beginning God created the heavens and the earth.”
Is that something that happened before the 7 days
of creation? In that case, however, the chronology
seriously falls apart. Besides, this view raises
problems when we come to chapter 2:1: “Thus the
heavens and the earth were completed in all their
vast array.” Or is Genesis 1:1 some kind of summary
at the beginning of the first creation account?
This leaves you with the question where the
uninhabited earth (ch. 1:2) came from.

Intention

Evidently, the intention of the creation account is
not to provide an exact historical representation.
This also becomes obvious from many other details.
To mention just a few: the relationship between
the first day (the creation of light) and the fourth
day (the creation of the heavenly bodies). Then
the question arises of just what happened on the
second day (the creation of the heavenly expanse).
Or: the relationship between the first and the
second creation accounts. And we could go on.
I know that for each of these problems solutions
have been proposed, some more plausible that
others. But the fact that we seem to have a need
for solutions that the Bible itself does not offer,
suggests that we may perhaps be asking the wrong
questions.
In summary, to theistic evolutionists I’d like to
say: please do not forget that Genesis 1 really is a
historical account. And to creationists I’d like to say:
please do not forget that we are dealing with God’s
revelation about history, something which is quite
different from a set of answers to our historical,
biological or cosmological questions. From this
perspective, a direct integration of faith-knowledge
and scientific knowledge cannot be achieved.

Genesis 1 as Theodicy
Up till now, I’ve focused mainly on formal aspects
of Genesis 1. But now I’d like to say something that
84

relates to its content. What is the core of the history
that Genesis 1 recounts? I characterize this core as
‘theodicy’.
Literally, theodicy means: ‘the justification of God’.
A theodicy answers the charge that the presence
of evil proves that God is not good and not allpowerful. Or even that He does not exist at all.
Actually, a theodicy is always hazardous. For we are
in no position at all to justify God. For us, the great
question is much more how we can be justified by
God, rather than how we can justify Him. So if I call
Genesis 1 a ‘theodicy’, I do not mean that we use
it to justify God; rather, that God justifies Himself
in His revelation about creation. I see this in the
recurring refrain: ‘And God saw that it was good’.
We read this six times, and then v. 31 concludes:
‘God saw all that he had made, and it was very good’.

Good

What does it mean, that creation was good? I’m
inclined to say: we will only understand that when
we continue to read the story. Genesis 1 provides a
contrast with what follows. The parts that follow
tell us about disobedience, death, violence, and
catastrophe. That’s true for so-called ‘early history’.
It’s just as true about the accounts of the patriarchs
and of the people of Israel. The Bible offers us an
extraordinarily realistic view of the presence of evil
in the world, in mankind, in believers.
And now Genesis 1 tells us: That doesn’t come
from God. Here is a story that needs to be told, a
story with many dark sides to it. But right at the
beginning, the light shines. The light of the first

P.P.H. Waterval | Editorial | continued from page 81
Very sensitive

The creation versus evolution debate appears a
very sensitive one. The ‘Gereformeerde Bond’,
an association of orthodox ministers within the
Protestantse Kerk Nederland, recently discussed
the issue behind closed doors to prevent the
press reporting about particular persons voicing
particular views.
The touchiness of the subject is not confined to
the Netherlands of course. The same goes for
North America where, broadly speaking, Reformed
orthodoxy seems to be equated with the creationist
view. Some Orthodox Reformed churches even have
separate position papers on this subject.
However, in the Netherlands, the margins of
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day, which arose in radiance when God spoke. The
light of God Himself, of the One who is light, and
in whom is no darkness at all (I John 1:5). The God
whom we have only come to know well in Jesus
Christ, the Light of men (John 1:4), and the Light of
the world (John 8:12).
In a very real sense, what does the goodness of
creation mean? We, who stand on the other side of
that account, can only describe it in the negative:
a world without disobedience, without violence,
without evil, without death. I cannot imagine what
that world was like. All I know is the goodness of
God, who desired and made such a world. All I know
is the goodness of Jesus, who has made such a
world possible again.
Genesis 1 does not give us precise scientific or
historical information about that world. But the
Word of God, God’s revelation in Jesus Christ,
makes it impossible for me to accept a view of the
world in which evil, violence and death are the
original and all-defining forces. I believe in God, the
Father of Jesus Christ, the good Creator of heaven
and earth, the One who made all things very good. I
put my hope in Him. 
n
nThis article was first published in the Dutch
language as Openbaring, geschiedenis, theodicee.
Aspecten van Genesis 1 in De Reformatie, vol 84, no.41, 18
July 2009. This translation by Aart Plug.

With thanks to my colleague Gert Kwakkel and my
assistant Bart van Egmond.

orthodoxy do seem to be somewhat wider than
across the Atlantic. How come? Recently a colleague
of mine suggested that this might have to do
with the difference between the Westminster
Confession, which specifically mentions the six days
of creation, and the three Forms of Unity, which
do not. Thus, Westminster Presbyterians would
seem to be bound more strictly in a confessional
sense than the Reformed in Europe. However, this
does not seem to tally with the situation in the
Canadian and United Reformed Churches, where
the creationist view appears dominant in spite
of the fact that they don’t have the Westminster
Standards.
Sensitive though the issue is, wouldn’t it be
worthwhile to discuss this topic in the ICRC some
time?
n
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R.C. Janssen

Subscribing a Theology

Confessional subscription is commonplace in Reformed churches around
the globe. However, what is it that one actually subscribes? Those rooted
in the Dutch Reformed tradition will refer to “all the articles and points
of doctrine.” Those rooted in the American Presbyterian tradition will
refer to “the system of doctrine.” What does this imply? The following
looks at some differences between the Dutch and American practices of
subscription, and reflects on what might lie behind them.

I

n the last edition of Lux Mundi, there appeared
a review of my dissertation, Confessional
Subscription in the Dutch Reformed Tradition
Since 1816. In it, Dr Nelson Kloosterman made some
comments on the list of concepts that describe what
might be confessed. That list consists of faith (inner
conviction), doctrine (articulation of a conviction),
church doctrine (formally fixed doctrine, also known
as dogma), theologoumena (doctrines not explicitly
found in Scripture nor indirectly drawn from
Scripture, thus permitting difference of opinion),
life (the faith-reality of the confessor), and truth. He
then added the following comment in parentheses:
“Very noteworthy by its omission is ‘theology.’ This
omission clearly suggests that the church does not
confess a theology, nor the particular conclusions of
any theology or theologian.”
I myself found it very noteworthy that a North
American theologian should find this omission
so notable. In the article that follows, I wish to
describe some experiences and thoughts on this
matter. They may help readers of Lux Mundi
understand some of the distinctions that seem to
exist between Dutch Reformed theology and North
American Presbyterian theology.

Ways of practising subscription

In my dissertation, I discuss five ways in which
subscription to confessional documents has been
perceived to have been practised in Dutch Reformed
circles.
Literal Subscription is subscription to all aspects
of confessional documents, even to their phrasing
and argumentation. Though officially no one in the
Dutch Reformed tradition held or holds this view,
some came and come very close.
nAbout the author:
Roelf C. (Karlo) Janssen has served as a minister in the Gereformeerde Kerken from 19992009. In the summer of 2009 he received aTh.D. He is currently serving as minister in the
Canadian Reformed Church in Abbotsford and as co-editor of Lux Mundi.
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Substantive Subscription is subscription to the full
substance of confessional documents, but not to
their form. This tends to be the position of the most
orthodox segment of the Dutch Reformed tradition.
It is reflected in the phrases “all the articles
and points of doctrine” as found in the form of
subscription adopted by Synod Dordrecht 1618-1619,
and “all parts” in the form of subscription currently
used by the Gereformeerde Kerken in Nederland).
Essential Subscription is subscription to the essence
of confessional documents, often described as the
fundamental or central articles of faith. This tends
to be the private position among the less orthodox
segment of the Dutch Reformed tradition. The
troubling factor here is that there is no definitive
list of what is considered “fundamental.”
Differentiating Complete Subscription is similar
to substantive subscription, with this difference:
it weighs the substances in the confessions
differently. Factors affecting the importance of a
point of doctrine to be subscribed are its centrality
in Scripture and the context in which the matter
is being confessed. It differs from essential
subscription in that it does not see the less
important matters as unimportant and therefore
not binding. This manner of subscription has
been advocated by various persons in the Dutch
Reformed tradition, and in so doing, they were
often misunderstood. To those in favour of essential
subscription, they appeared to be advocating
substantive (or even literal) subscription, and
to those in favour of literal or substantive
subscription, they appeared to be advocating
essential subscription.
Attitudinal Subscription is subscription to the spirit
of a confessional document, the fervour with which
confessors spoke, and not to the substance of a
confessional document. This tends to be the official
church position among the less orthodox segment
of the Dutch Reformed tradition. Because essential
subscription is vague, and attitudinal subscription
has no substantive side to it, the church will hold to
attitudinal subscription, while many serving in the
church will hold to a essential subscription..
There is a sixth way in which subscription is practised,
though not found in the Dutch Reformed Tradition.
This sixth way is often referred to as System
Subscription. System Subscription is subscribing to
a system of doctrine articulated in a confessional
document, without necessarily subscribing to
86

knowledge) never considered confessing a theology
and thus subscribing to a theology.
This is all the more interesting since there were
many theologies that could have been subscribed.
Dutch Reformed theology also has its scholastic
traditions. If one will permit a speculation, if the
Voetians had managed to convene a national synod
during the eighteenth century, it may well have
been that Voetian theology would have received
confessional status and Cocceian theology would
have been confessionally rejected, as Arminianism
had been.

Fragmented or holistic

Upon accepting their
appointment to the
Theological University,
lecturers sign the form for
subscription, as Dr de Boer
did in 2008
(photo P.G.B. de Vries)

all the particular points of doctrine found in the
document. System Subscription takes its name
from the second vow for office-bearers in orthodox
Presbyterian circles in North America. In practice,
system subscription can prove to be the equivalent
of substantive subscription, differentiating
complete subscription, or essential subscription.
Those who consider system subscription to be too
much like essential subscription defend substantive
subscription under the name Full Subscription.

System subscription and confessing
theology

Ever since I made this analysis of ways of subscribing
to confessional documents, I have been wondering
why system subscription is not found in the Dutch
Reformed tradition, yet features so prominently in
the North American Presbyterian tradition.
Dr Kloosterman’s comment that I omitted looking
at theology as an object of confessing seems
related to this fact. For theology, as Dr. Kloosterman
uses the term, refers to a “system of doctrine.” In
my dissertation, I do look at “doctrine” as an object
of confessing, but indeed not a “system of doctrine”
as an object of confessing. The reason for that,
quite simply, is that the Dutch tradition has (to my

Do you sincerely receive and adopt the Confession of Faith and the
Catechisms of this Church, as containing the system of doctrine taught
in the Holy Scriptures; and do you further promise that if at any time
you find yourself out of accord with any of the fundamentals of this
system of doctrine, you will on your own initiative, make known to your
Presbytery the change which has taken place in your views since the
assumption of this ordination vow?
PCA Book of Church Order, 2009, Form of Government 21-5.
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Though perhaps somewhat simplified, it could
be argued that there is a difference between the
Dutch and the North Americans when it comes to
subscription. The Dutch tend to subscribe to “all
the parts” while North Americans tend to subscribe
to “the system”. Though I might now exaggerate
to make the difference clear: the Dutch seem to
take a more fragmented approach to confessional
substance while Americans take a more holistic
approach.
This distinction is also observable in the practice of
the two. Both Dutch Reformed and North American
Presbyterians allow for conscientious objections to the
confessions. Traditionally, both will have these judged
by a regional assembly: the classis or the presbytery. In
practice, however, conscientious objections are almost
unheard of in Dutch Reformed circles, while they are
relatively common in Presbyterian circles. This can be
explained, I would think, by the fact that those in the
Dutch Reformed tradition subscribe to the confessions
“in all their parts”, while those in the North American
Presbyterian tradition subscribe to “the system” found
in the confessions. “In all their parts” leaves less room
for conscientious objections than “the system”.
Another difference between the two traditions is
seen in how the two deal with doctrinal discipline
cases. In studying some cases in both traditions, it
has struck me that the Dutch Reformed seem to be
more tolerant than North Americans. I have noticed
that the Dutch, in judging a doctrinal case, will
limit themselves to the statements of the accused,
whereas North Americans will also take into account
what they consider to be necessary consequences
of the position advocated by the accused. One
might say, North Americans give more credence to
“slippery slope” arguments than the Dutch.
This would seem to relate to the respective
practices on confessional subscription. The Dutch
take a more “fragmented” approach to doctrine
87

We, the undersigned, ministers of God’s Word belonging to Classis ........,
do, by our subscription, declare sincerely and in good conscience before
the Lord that we heartily believe that the whole doctrine contained in
the Belgic Confession, the Heidelberg Catechism and the Canons of Dort
fully agrees with the Word of God.
CanRC Form for Subscription, as adopted by General Synod Smithers 2007.

while the North Americans take a more “holistic”
approach to doctrine. Thus one would expect
the Dutch not to take possible consequences of
statements into consideration whereas North
Americans would do so.
This in turn means that the Dutch Reformed have
a more tolerant approach to doctrinal issues when
compared with North American Presbyterians. To
an outsider, the Dutch don’t jump to conclusions as
quickly as North Americans.

Strict yet tolerant, tolerant yet strict

This reveals an interesting mix of positions. The
Dutch Reformed have a more fragmented and
seemingly stricter approach to confessional
subscription, but a seemingly more tolerant
approach in doctrinal discipline cases. North
American Presbyterians have a more holistic and
seemingly more tolerant approach to confessional
subscription, but a seemingly stricter approach in
doctrinal discipline cases.
I realize this is oversimplifying the matter. Among
both North American Presbyterians and the Dutch
Reformed there are differences too. The current
debates in North America on justification make this
clear: there are differences between the PCA and
the OPC, and between the CanRC and the URC (the
latter both have their roots in the Dutch Reformed
tradition). However, I do feel my observations may
help us come to grips with what are some of the
differences between the Dutch Reformed and
North American Presbyterian worlds. Someone
with a Dutch Reformed background observing
Presbyterian practice will at times scratch his head
and wonder what is going on (I’ve done that!).
And someone with a North American Presbyterian
background observing Dutch Reformed practice can
find himself scratching his head at times too (I’ve
seen them do that!).
As the two traditions cross-fertilize each other in
this age of globalism and co-operation, it will be
interesting to see what the best of both worlds
will produce. Having observed and studied this
phenomenon for several years now, I believe the
differences are not as large as they may seem.
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An epistemological background?

The foregoing raises the academic question: what
lies behind this?
Allow me to venture a hypothesis. It is not a
religious factor, but an epistemological one, formed
by the separate histories of the Scottish and North
Americans on the one hand, and the Dutch and
Germans on the other. In general, the former seem
to set more store on the powers of reason and
logic than the latter. The Baconian method and
Reid’s “common sense” philosophy have especially
influenced “English” thinking, while Cartesianism,
and later Hegelianism and Kantian skepticism, have
influenced Germanic thinking. While both do use
logic as a vehicle for developing understanding,
arguments considered convincing in a North
American context are not necessarily considered so
in a Dutch context.
Is this the (historical) origin of the different
approaches? If so, what does this mean for the
different approaches being taken by, for example,
the Canadian Reformed Churches and the Orthodox
Presbyterian Church in the current justification
debate? What does this mean for churches seeking
to practise confessional subscription and doctrinal
discipline in other cultural contexts: Asia or Africa
or Latin America?
I am no scholar in the areas of philosophy and intercultural sociology. Maybe one of our readers is, and
is willing to share his thoughts on this. Then, too,
we can look at another factor in this matter: the
differences between the Three Forms of Unity and
the Westminster Standards, and their effect on the
mode of subscription.

Understanding differences

Dr Kloosterman considered my omission “very
noteworthy”. For someone coming from the Dutch
Reformed tradition and in the context of The
Netherlands, it is not. For someone coming from
the North American Presbyterian tradition and in
the context of North America, it is. What happens,
though, with the Dutch Reformed tradition in
the context of North America? This is one of the
matters churches are struggling with in the current
debates in North America within orthodox Calvinist
circles.
I am glad Dr Kloosterman pointed out the omission
in my dissertation. I consider it proof that there is
an underlying difference here with far-reaching
consequences. Understanding and recognizing
it will help churches across the globe better
understand each other. It will also help us as
churches are born and grow in other cultures.
n
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J. Smith

“ Let a man examine himself”
… but how?

“Let a man examine himself, and so let him eat of the bread and drink
of the cup.” So writes Paul in 1 Corinthians 11:28. And the Form for the
Celebration of the Lord’s Supper identifies three things to examine
yourself for: sins and accursedness, faith in God’s promises, and a desire to
show thankfulness to God and love for the neighbour. But how exactly do
you go about it?

I

don’t recall ever receiving any practical advice,
nor do I remember hearing discussions about
it at Bible study club. Self-examination is of
course by definition a private thing. Maybe that’s
why people don’t talk about it much. I have heard it
said that you should examine yourself everyday, not
just during the week before Lord’s Supper. No doubt
there’s some truth to that. Yet 1 Corinthians 11:28
and the Form both link it directly to the sacrament.
So what do we do during the days before Lord’s
Supper that we don’t normally do?
Rev. L.E. Leeftink, a minister in our Dutch sister
churches, has written a very useful devotional,
which has now been translated into English. He
writes: “it is my experience that it isn’t easy to
find a right method to prepare for the celebration
of the Lord’s Supper. I have therefore written
these meditations firstly for myself. It helped me
concentrate more and better on this Celebration of
Faith – for that is what the Lord’s Supper is – during
the week leading up to it.”

Chapters

The book has 17 chapters. The idea is not to read all
seventeen before each Lord’s Supper celebration,
but just one. So it will take 17 Lord Supper weeks
(or three to four years) to get through the book.
Each chapter has a Bible reading roster for the
week leading up to the Lord’s Supper celebration,
followed by a few Scripture quotations and a
meditation on a part of the Lord’s Supper Form,
presumably to be read over the course of the week.

The meditations have been written in a simple,
devotional, personal, and soul-searching style.
I can envision three ways in which this book might
be used during the week leading up to holy supper.
The first is that a communicant member could use
it for his/her personal devotions. That fits with
the idea that self-examination involves a time of
private reflection. Secondly, a couple might use it
for evening devotions. Then self-examination also
becomes a time of spiritual sharing and mutual
prayer. Thirdly, parents might choose to read the
meditations in this book at the dinner table as a
change from the regular Scripture reading. In this
way children and teens will learn that the Lord’s
Supper has a special place in their life of faith. They
will also get much more out of the Lord’s Supper
service when it comes, and hopefully become more
eager for the day when they can go to the table
themselves. The songs included in the book also
lend themselves well to family worship.

Songs

Yes, Leeftink has also included a number of songs,
some found in the Book of Praise, but also four
others specifically about the Lord’s Supper. The
latter have been translated from the Dutch (no easy
task!), and the melodies are included. Three of these
are unfamiliar (to me at least) and will provide a fun
challenge for the musically inclined, but I’ve noticed
that two of them can be sung to well-known tunes:
“All things in all” (page 22) can be sung to the tune
of Psalm 116, and “Christ Jesus, with the bread and
wine” (page 56) fits the last five lines of Hymn 24.
Between the unpretentious covers of this book is a
little treasure. It deserves an honoured place on the
family worship shelf, right next to the Bible, Book
of Praise, and devotional. I’d also recommend it as a
gift for those who profess their faith.
n
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W.F. Wisselink

Does Peter draw a line?

After the Lord Jesus had spoken to them, he was taken up into heaven and
he sat at the right hand of God. Then the disciples went out and preached
everywhere, and the Lord worked with them and confirmed his word by
the signs that accompanied it. (Mark 16:19-20)

I

t takes a lot of power to launch a satellite. What
a spectacular experience it would be if you were
there at its launch. The people in the control
centre are under tremendous pressure because
irrevocable decisions have to be made. Mistakes
made here could cause the satellite and carrier
rocket to burn up in the atmosphere. If all goes
according to plan then the people in the control
centre can relax somewhat: the rocket and its
satellite are on course.
The ‘start’ of the church has often been
illustrated with this example. After Christ’s
ascension to heaven, His Spirit was poured out
into the world. Spectacular phenomena took place:
massive conversions, healing of the sick, people freed
from demons that were tormenting them, people
raised from the dead. All such things were necessary
because the church was being ‘launched.’ Signs and
miracles were the launching pads of the church. But
once the church was ‘on course’, everything became
relatively normal – normal Christian life.
You could say that a dividing line was drawn
after the beginning period of the Christian church.
Before that line, signs and miracles were common.
After that line, a new period started in which
miracles ceased or became the exception. This view
of ‘cessationism’ is referred to as “the line-theology”
here in our country.
Does Peter indeed draw a line? That is the subject
of this article. I will discuss three Bible passages that
are linked by Peter: Mark 16, Acts 5 and 1 Peter 2.

The promise

Later Jesus appeared to the Eleven as they were
eating; he rebuked them for their lack of faith and
their stubborn refusal to believe those who had seen
him after he had risen.
He said to them, “Go into all the world and preach
the good news to all creation. Whoever believes

n About the author:
Rev. W.F. Wisselink (1957) is minister of the Reformed Church in Leek.
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and is baptized will be saved, but whoever does
not believe will be condemned. And these signs will
accompany those who believe: In my name they will
drive out demons; they will speak in new tongues;
they will pick up snakes with their hands; and when
they drink deadly poison, it will not hurt them at all;
they will place their hands on sick people, and they
will get well.” (Mark 16:14-20)
It is commonly-accepted church history that
there is a connection between Peter and the gospel
of Mark. Peter gave many sermons because he saw
it as his duty to speak of all that Jesus had said and
done. Had he himself not been an eyewitness? More
than once Jesus had taken him, along with others,
as a witness to experience it all. He had to pass it on,
and that is what he did. In his sermons, he brought
to remembrance all that Jesus had said and done.
A small example of Peter’s approach can be found
in Acts 10:34–43. Peter went along to Caesarea to
the house of the devout centurion Cornelius. At
Cornelius’ invitation, he then spoke of all that the
Lord had commanded him to speak of. Starting
with the baptism preached by John, he went on to
speak about Jesus of Nazareth, concluding with
forgiveness of sins for all who believe in Jesus.
Peter must often have preached in this manner.
All the information passed on in his sermons has
been reproduced in an orderly fashion by Mark in
his gospel. Therefore Mark 16 can also be read as
information from Peter. Let us read it so.
Peter well remembers Jesus’ last mission for
them before He ascended to heaven: tell all people
the good news of salvation. Whoever does not
believe will not be saved, will not receive God’s love.
But all who believe will be saved. That is surely good
news! Go out into the world with that message.
Peter also remembers the promise Jesus made
before He went to heaven. Jesus had said that His
power would accompany them. Wherever people
came to faith, His conquering power would be
evident. You would be able to see it in all sorts
of ways. Evil spirits lose their influence: we have
power over them. Language barriers disappear: we
understand each other despite different tongues.
Nature loses its threat: we need no longer fear
snakes. Enemies are powerless: whoever tries to
poison us is unsuccessful. Life is being healed,
made whole again: there is no longer illness and
suffering: we all get better.
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them in the beginning! He ensured that people
across the whole world believed and were baptized.
Jesus never deserted His apostles. His power
accompanied them. Peter testifies to this at the
end of Mark 16. We read it and are encouraged. We
are sometimes threatened by demonic powers: it
is frightening. We do not always understand each
other: it makes us angry. Nature takes casualties: it
grieves us. Enemies develop such strength that the
church seems to disappear: we feel defeated. People
are ill and stay ill, they die: we feel amputated. We
seek our comfort with the Lord. He is so strong and
He is busy making everything new. That is what He
has promised and that is what He will do.

The power

Gustave Dore: Peter in
Cornelius’ house
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The outcome

Peter also very well remembers the outcome: There
were eleven of them and they did not have the
courage to do anything. But Jesus had come to find
them. He had spoken a hearty word, and that had
been awesome. Jesus had sent various people to
them to report that He had risen from the dead, but
they had not believed the words of the messengers.
Jesus therefore accused them of lacking faith
and being stubborn. Only when he appeared to
them in person did they believe that He had been
raised from the dead. He had rebuked them for not
believing it sooner. He then forgave them and gave
them new courage. Only then did they become
obedient to the mission Jesus had given them.
They went on their way to spread the news of Jesus
everywhere. They did not stop to think: “That task
is too heavy and we will never manage it”. They just
started and they noticed that the Lord continued His
work. When they made known the good news about
Jesus, the Lord helped them. He gave them all the
signs he had promised. And that so strengthened
December 2009

The apostles performed many miraculous signs and
wonders among the people. And all the believers used
to meet together in Solomon’s Colonnade. No one
else dared join them, even though they were highly
regarded by the people. Nevertheless, more and more
men and women believed in the Lord and were added
to their number. As a result, people brought the sick
into the streets and laid them on beds and mats so
that at least Peter’s shadow might fall on some of
them as he passed by. Crowds gathered also from the
towns around Jerusalem, bringing their sick and those
tormented by evil spirits, and all of them were healed.
(Acts 5:12-16)
In Jerusalem you can see how Jesus is working.
The congregation in Jerusalem experiences an
enormous growth in a short time. It grows from 120
members to 300 and even up to 5000 members.
The growth just goes on and on. This turbulent
growth is also a result of the signs and miracles
performed by the apostles. In this you see the Lord’s
power. It is a very special atmosphere, truly having
something of a new start. The liberating work of the
Lord becomes visible.
In Acts 5 it is described very simply: they
“performed many miraculous signs and wonders
among the people”. Yet many personal stories are
hidden behind this short description. It is all about
people who were weighed down by terrible things.
It is about people who had a difficult life. People
who had lost all courage. All those people are freed
and healed. Life has become light for them. Life is
smiling at them, thanks to the signs and miracles
of the apostles.
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Peter’s position in all this is very special. The sick
are laid on the street and when Peter walks past
and his shadow falls on them they are healed. How
fantastic that was! Peter probably just walked
around all day in the sun, casting his shadow on all
the sick and all the people who were tormented by
evil spirits. The power of the Lord was revealed in all
these signs and miracles.
That power is also apparent in the unity of the
believers. We can hardly imagine what life in
Jerusalem was like in the times after Jesus’
ascension. The temple is still in business as normal.
The believers come together, firstly in the temple
itself, and later in Solomon’s Colonnade near the
temple. They display such remarkable unity of
purpose that others notice it and enjoy seeing it. I
can only guess in what way this unity of purpose
showed itself. Possibly because of the harmonious
association with each other, cherishing the
memories of Jesus, singing songs of praise for their
Lord, comforting each other, supporting each other.
In any case, it is noticed by others and they are
enthusiastic. It is the power of the Lord!

Not all is perfect

Not that all is perfect in Jerusalem. The signs and
miracles may be wonderful, but they also bring
about heavy resistance from the high priest and
his associates. Who can understand that? Just
imagine that Peter is walking around in our town
or village. He walks right past you and suddenly you
are healed of the pain from which you have been
suffering for years. Would you not give yourself to
the Lord right then and there?! But no, signs and
miracles alone do not bring people to faith. The
signs and miracles accompany the faith. The Lord
strengthens His Word by these signs. He shows
what He has in mind and what the outcome will be.
In Jerusalem it is met with resistance.
Others do not resist, but nevertheless do not consent
to be baptized. They have a different problem,
namely that they are scared to join the believers.
They appreciate what those people are doing, but for
them it is too big a step to join in. They do not give
themselves to Jesus Christ of Nazareth.
Nevertheless, there are more and more people in
Jerusalem who come to faith in the Lord. Thanks
to the power of the Lord the growth continues
undiminished...

The building

Therefore, rid yourselves of all malice and all deceit,
hypocrisy, envy, and slander of every kind. 2Like
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newborn babies, crave pure spiritual milk, so that by
it you may grow up in your salvation, now that you
have tasted that the Lord is good. As you come to
him, the living Stone—rejected by men but chosen by
God and precious to him— you also, like living stones,
are being built into a spiritual house to be a holy
priesthood, offering spiritual sacrifices acceptable to
God through Jesus Christ. For in Scripture it says:
“See, I lay a stone in Zion, a chosen and precious
cornerstone, and the one who trusts in him will
never be put to shame.” Now to you who believe,
this stone is precious. But to those who do not
believe, “The stone the builders rejected has
become the capstone,” and, “A stone that causes
men to stumble and a rock that makes them fall.”
They stumble because they disobey the message—
which is also what they were destined for.
But you are a chosen people, a royal priesthood, a
holy nation, a people belonging to God, that you
may declare the praises of him who called you out
of darkness into his wonderful light. Once you were
not a people, but now you are the people of God;
once you had not received mercy, but now you have
received mercy. (1 Peter 2:1-10)
Peter must have had some very special experiences.
Firstly, he witnessed the promise of his Lord. He had
heard how Jesus said: Where people come to faith,
my conquering power will be seen! Then he had seen
the power of his Lord at work: he had seen that even
his own shadow brought healing! That must have
had a great effect on him! Yet in his letters, Peter
does not mention it. He writes nothing about the
wonderful happenings in Jerusalem. You notice no
form of pride about the signs and miracles (“listen to
what happened to me”). You do not even hear him
praise God because of the signs and miracles (“listen
to all that God did through me”). Peter is silent
about it. It was valuable, but apparently it was not
something to bring up again in his letters.
In his letters, Peter does write about the good news
that is proclaimed. Jesus is risen from the dead, God
gave us new life through his power. That new life is
accompanied by trials: see 1 Peter 1: 6. We must not
be surprised that we suffer because of Christ, see 1
Peter 2:21, although this is temporary, because God
has called us to take part in His eternal glory, see 1
Peter 5:10.
In his first letter, Peter calls on us to do several
things. I now restrict myself to two things that we
read in 1 Peter 2.
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1. Be like a newborn baby
A small child drinks from his mother. He drinks as if
his life depended on it – and it does. Peter compares
us to such newborn babies (vv. 2, 3). Drink in the
Word of God, for your life depends on it. Drink! And
then you will taste that the Lord is good. If you are
in danger of forgetting what it tasted like, drink
again. If you no longer feel anything, keep drinking.
Drink the pure milk of the Word of God. Only then
will you taste the goodness of the Lord.
2. Come to Christ
In vv. 4, 5 Peter uses the illustration of a house.
Christ is the stone – a living stone – and we must
adapt ourselves to Christ. We too are living stones.
We cannot be neatly stacked, for we are all very
differently shaped. You could say that we are handworked stones, sometimes with sharp corners and
with some irregularities here and there. The sharp
corners must go, the irregularities have to be evened
out and made to fit. With ordinary stones that is no
problem. The mason simply strikes off a piece with
his trowel and continues building his wall, but with
us living stones it can be a painful process. Yet it
is very necessary because only in this way can we
make good contact with the cornerstone; and in this
way the wall has good cohesion. The wall becomes
strong, the house beautiful. Whoever builds on
Christ will not be deceived.
If we do this, we will notice how careful God is in
His work. It all starts with God who has chosen us,
continues with God who bought us, and results in
God making us suitable.

Conclusion

Peter had personally experienced how the Lord
Jesus strengthened the Word preached by himself
and the other apostles. That is confirmed in general
terms in Mark 16 and made more explicit in Acts 5.
Jesus is clearly victorious.
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Yet Peter also personally endured suffering. He
testifies in his letters that suffering is a part of the
Christian life. Still he is able to write in 1 Peter 2: you
have tasted that the Lord is good.
Attentively reading the letters of Peter with Mark 16
and Acts 5 in mind can be very worthwhile.
In Mark 16, after the promise (vv. 17–18) we are told
directly about the outcome (vv. 19–20). In Mark
16, it is indeed about the times at the beginning,
about that difficult moment when the apostles,
despite there being only eleven of them, were told
to go out into the world and bring the good news
to all creatures. This interpretation is confirmed by
reading Peter’s letters.
In Acts 5, it is about a special moment in the life of
the Jerusalem congregation. It is the special time of
the launching of the Christian church. It is valuable
to read about this, but it not meant for us to copy.
We do not live in Jerusalem, and we are not in the
first phase of the Christian community. This is also
confirmed by reading Peter’s letters.
The Letters of Peter are exclusively about normal
Christian life, in which God’s strength and mercy
are abundantly revealed. Ordinary Christian life
becomes extraordinary.
So there is a line drawn across the first period of the
Christian church. That is not a bold line, where all
sorts of spectacular phenomena take place before
the line, and exclusively everyday phenomena occur
after the line. It is more like a dotted line.
-----------------Before the dotted line, the Lord empowered the
spreading of the gospel by using spectacular ways
supplementing everyday ways. After the dotted line,
He continues mostly in everyday ways. But in our
times too, He has the power and the liberty to call
on spectacular ways. Who are we to deny it? 
n
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A. Huijgen

Calvin and Prayer

In this commemorative year, when numerous contributions have already
appeared about John Calvin – in printed, spoken and visual form – it is in
keeping with Calvin himself to reflect on their value. In this article, it is not
only the historical perspective: where would we be without Calvin? that is
in the spotlight, but also and especially the practical question: what does
Calvin mean to us?

I

n many handbooks on dogmatics, you will
search in vain for a discussion of prayer. In
Calvin’s great work, the Institutes, however,
it by far makes up the longest chapter. This alone
shows us that Calvin’s dogmatics have real value:
they aren’t a dry, scholastic system, an abstraction
of a lived-out faith, from which all life has gone.
On the contrary, in true theology we are concerned
with a true practical knowledge of truly practical
topics.

Developments

When examining the relevance of Calvin’s theology,
especially in our own time, there is every reason
to focus on prayer. For it is in our time that we
see a number of trends developing in relation to
prayer. In this process of development, Calvin’s
theology can provide wholesome correction. I’m not
suggesting that I’d express a priori disapproval of
these developments, as if I would somehow consider
Calvin’s theology to be above criticism. However,
standing in our own time, I do want to learn from
what Calvin has to offer. I think of the following.
First, we note the present emphasis on emotion. In
their prayers, people want to experience something.
But what if you don’t feel anything while you
are praying? Has your prayer not been heard,
then, or should you conclude that feelings don’t
really count? This desire for experience cannot be
discounted.
Second, we observe that for many people prayer has
taken on a less formal, more casual character than
it once had. After all, our communion with God has
become more personal and intimate. Rather than
a sense of distance from a holy God, we experience
the nearness of our Father. At the same time, the
reverse of this tendency is to be more open about
n About the author:
Rev. Arnold Huijgen (1978) is minister of the Christelijke Gereformeerde Kerk at
Genemuiden. He is a part-time teacher of Dogmatics and Symbolics at the Theological
University in Apeldoorn and is currently writing a dissertation on Calvin’s doctrine of
accommodation.
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the more ‘difficult’ aspects of faith in the Lord.
Third, we see a growing trend towards
individualism: we are much more inclined to
say ‘I’ in our prayers. It’s my impression that our
communal prayers, such as those in our consistory
rooms, also reflect this trend. Of course, this is a
personal impression, for which I have no empirical
evidence; I do suspect, however, that others also
will recognize this trend.

The Reformation of Prayer.

And now to Calvin. First, we will examine Calvin’s
own practice of prayer; then we will look at the
chapter in the Institutes which deals with prayer;
finally, we will attempt to identify a number of
points where Calvin’s theology may be of value
today.
To begin with, we note that the reformation of the
church in the 16th century was also a reformation of
prayer. The set sequence of times of prayer, which
followed the monastic rhythms, came to an end.
People had to learn to pray for themselves. One of
Calvin’s contributions to the reformation of prayer
was the institution of days of prayer. Actually, he
had picked that up from Bucer (just as he had so
much of his theology of prayer). Days of prayer were
especially significant. They were the only weekday
services in which Psalms were sung – other than
this they were sung on Sundays only – and on these
days Calvin even departed from his beloved lectio
continua (his practice of preaching on the text, from
beginning to end, of an entire Bible book).

The reformer’s prayers

Relatively little is known about the place which
prayer took up in Calvin’s personal life. After all,
he was not inclined to talk much about himself.1
At the same time, you can sense his deep
personal experience of prayer, such as when in his
Commentaries on the Psalms he comments on the
struggles and temptations in a life of prayer.
For Calvin, it was by no means just theory. It is
moving to read what Calvin writes to his friend
Farel, in April 1549, on the death of his wife. “Let us
pray, she said, let us pray. All of you, pray for me.”
When Calvin came home, he spoke with his dying
wife about the hope of eternal life, and then, he
writes, “I devoted myself to prayer. She listened
attentively and with a clear mind, both to my plea of
prayer, and to the Word (doctrina).”2
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Many of Calvin’s public prayers have been handed
down: his lectures on the books of the Old
Testament were recorded in shorthand, including
the brief concluding prayers. One of these prayers is
included at the end of this article.

Rules for prayer

Calvin’s most comprehensive writing on prayer is to
be found – as I already mentioned – in his Institutes,
Book 3, Chapter 20. This chapter focuses on two
things: four rules for right prayer, and a discussion
on the Lord’s Prayer. In this article, we will confine
ourselves to the rules for right prayer.
This implies, of course, that not all prayers can be
considered right. In particular, Calvin is critical of
the Roman Catholic prayers to all kinds of saints,
but he also has all forms of undisciplined, improper,
and irreverent prayers in mind.
The first rule of prayer is that we, in mind and
heart, assume a right attitude: an attitude that
is fitting for people who are speaking to God. A
reverence, writes Calvin, with which we not only
devote ourselves completely to prayer, but also
through which we, so to speak, are lifted above and
outside ourselves.3 This is not so much an ecstatic
experience, as one of deep reverence.
Then, according to the second rule, it is necessary
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that we acknowledge our own deep poverty, and
our longing to receive our desires from God. Calvin
stresses that it isn’t sufficient, with a cold heart, to
perform a set of obligatory rituals, and then to label
this as prayer.4 Our hearts must yearn fervently to
receive whatever we pray for. We note, therefore,
that for Calvin not only the words that are spoken,
but especially the disposition of the heart, desiring
fervently to receive, is of the greatest significance.
The third rule: whoever prays to God must give
up any thoughts of one’s own worthiness, in the
light of the glorious holiness of God: in short, deep
humility. Calvin points out that in the Bible each of
God’s servants, “the holier he is, the more he is cast
down when he presents himself before the Lord”.5
For this reason, confession of guilt and a plea for
forgiveness must always belong to right prayer.6 For
we come to God to plead for His grace.
Fourth: Our prayers are supported by a firm
confidence that God will hear them. This is not
diminished by our humility in coming to Him, or by
our awareness of guilt; on the contrary, these are
in inseparable unity with this confidence. The more
deeply I become aware of my own unworthiness,
the more I depend on God’s word of promise. True
prayer has faith as its guide, writes Calvin. “If we
would pray fruitfully,” he says, “we ought therefore
to grasp with both this assurance of obtaining what
we ask. For only that prayer is acceptable to God,
which is born out of such presumption of faith, and is
grounded in unshaken assurance of hope.”7

Oriented to the promise

This brings us to the notion of the promise, which
lies at the heart of Calvin’s view on prayer. Prayer
is the exercise of “communion of men with God by
which, having entered the heavenly sanctuary, they
appeal to Him in person concerning His promises, in
order to experience that what they believed was not
vain”.8 Prayer orients itself to the promise, and the
promise calls forth prayer.
It is especially in this orientation to the promise that
Calvin’s theology reaches its full Trinitarian flower:
The riches of the Triune God are expressed in it.
It points to Christ – the One who promises –
the Mediator who has opened the way to the
Father. Who would dare to enter the heavenly
sanctuary, if it were not for the sake of Christ?9
That is why we pray in His name, and the full and
humble realization that we have no other way of
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approaching God removes completely any thought
of the intercessory saints.
The promise points to the Father who promises. It is
not for nothing, writes Calvin, that at the beginning
of our prayer we address God as our Father: “Our
Father in heaven.” He is a patient Father, One who
does not mind if we should stumble over our words,
or even if we should say something that is not quite
right. But most of all, says Calvin, he is a Father like
the father in the parable of the lost son, “the best
and kindest of fathers, provided we cast ourselves
upon His mercy, although we are ungrateful,
rebellious and froward children”.10
The promise also points to the Holy Spirit, “our
teacher in prayer”, as Calvin calls Him.11 The Spirit
himself intercedes for us with groans that words
cannot express, Calvin quotes from Romans 8.
At the same time, he immediately turns himself
against the kind of mysticism that says we must
wait until the Spirit somehow takes over our
preoccupied minds. Instead, the Holy Spirit so acts
upon our faith, that it is possible for the four rules
of right prayer to find their proper expression.

The praying person

And that brings us to the person who prays. Calvin
portrays him as the lost son, who is returning to his
Father. A sinner, in other words. And then also as a
child who freely shares all his cares with his Father.
Intimately, as in a family: Calvin frequently uses the
term familiaris, especially in this chapter on prayer.12
It isn’t as if man is some kind of independent being,
who autonomously enters into certain agreement
with God; no, he is continually placed before the
face of God, and the only thing he can cling to is
God’s Word of promise.
This perspective on prayer leads Calvin to write
in an impressive fashion about the struggles and
temptations in our life of prayer. He does that,
for example, in his sermon on the passage in II
Samuel, where David prays for the life of the child
that God had said would die. Here, Calvin departs
from his usual homiletic style, and instead holds a
thematic sermon about prayer in time of struggle
and temptation. Calvin doesn’t come up with a
logical exposition. The assurance in David’s prayer
is not found in a rationality that something must
logically be true, but in the certainty that God really
does hear prayer. “Prayer always bears fruit,” Calvin
writes, “But we do not know exactly how, and since
it is beyond our senses, we must wait with patience,
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and yet always persevering in our prayers.”13 David
perseveres in prayer, because God always cares for
His children, even when it seems that He has turned
His back to them. This is prayer in hope against all
hope, a prayer that clings to the promises of God.

Emotion in prayer

Here we see (and this is where we begin to bring in
the harvest) how Calvin on the one hand gives room
for human feelings and emotions, but on the other
hand does not succumb to a one-sided culture of
emotion, such as we are exposed to today. Prayer
cannot come from a cold heart; it requires a living,
heartfelt conviction of our own unworthiness, and
a living communion with Christ. But this is not
emotion only. The real experience of faith, has its
spark in God’s word of promise. In his commentary
on Psalm 119:107, “Preserve my life, according to Your
word”, Calvin observes: We will pray coldly, or rather
we will not pray at all, if God’s promise does not
inspire us with courage in our sorrow and distress.14
This experience of faith is more than just emotion,
it is the work of the Holy Spirit, arising from God’s
Word of promise. Prayers are heard, not in the first
place because of the sincerity of my feelings, but
because of the promise of God. See David, who
clings to God’s promise, even when God appears
to turn His back on him. This appears to me to be a
healthy correction in a culture of experience, when
something seems to be true only if it feels that way.
A rediscovery of a life that rests on God’s word of
promise is vital in every segment of the Christian
church.

Nearness and exaltation.

Next, let us consider that in our day there is an
emphasis on the nearness of God, and much less
of an eye for His exaltation. Calvin keeps these
two closely together. On the one hand, the exalted
glory of God compels us to recognize our own
unworthiness. On the other hand, God is near to us
with His grace, as a loving Father – a Father who
nonetheless at times also chastises.
As I see it, Calvin offers a balance that is especially
instructive for our time. The more so, because this
balance does not remove all the tension between
the two; each overlaps with and influences the
other, so to speak. On the contrary, Calvin lets both
stand, and he leaves the tension where it is: God’s
exaltation and His nearness, God’s loving care and
his discipline. With all the emphasis in our time
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for the nearness of God, it would be healthy to
remember that it is the nearness of the exalted
God, the One who always will be exalted.

Individually and in Communion

In this way, there will also be a good balance between
the individual and the community. “We pray our
Father”, writes Calvin, “and not my Father, so that we
may be filled with a great sense of brotherly love.”15
It is about me, but it isn’t just about me. In Christ,
who was not ashamed to call us brothers, our prayer
takes on a communal tone. This added value leads
me to believe that we, in our communal prayers,
should use “we” rather than “I”. And to realize that
our personal prayers also are not just about ourselves.
For ultimately, we are praying for the coming of the
Kingdom of God. This is clear from the prayers with
which Calvin concluded his lectures, many of which
have been preserved. His prayer was always directed
towards the coming of the kingdom of Christ. This
is what keeps Calvin’s prayers from becoming some
kind of escape from this world; rather, they stand
right in this world, in full expectation of the kingdom
of Christ, in communion with all the saints.
Let us listen to that in the prayer which concludes
one of Calvin’s lectures on Hosea:
Grant, Almighty God, that as we now carry about
us this mortal body, yea, and nourish through sin
a thousand deaths within us; O grant that we may
ever by faith direct our eyes toward heaven, and
to that incomprehensible power, which is to be
manifested at the last day by Jesus Christ our Lord,
so that in the midst of death we may hope that thou
wilt be our Redeemer, and enjoy that redemption
which he completed when he rose from the dead,
and not doubt that the fruit which he then brought
forth by his Spirit will come also to us when Christ
himself shall come to judge the world; and may we
thus walk in the fear of thy name, that we may be
really gathered among his members, to be made
partakers of that glory which by his death he has
procured for us. Amen.16
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ICRC 2009 – Press Release
The Seventh meeting of the International Conference of Reformed
Churches (ICRC) was held in Christchurch, New Zealand, from October 15 to
22, 2009. A prayer service preceded the official meeting. This service was
under the leadership of the Rev. John Goris. The Rev. Dirk van Garderen
delivered a fitting sermon on the second beatitude (Matthew 5:4). Several
brothers from different parts of the world thanked the Lord for the
preparations, the upcoming sessions and the results of the gathering.

T

he Conference was held during the day at
the Holiday Inn in the center of the city and
in the evening at the Bishopdale Church.
This church is part of the Reformed Churches in
New Zealand and together this federation and its
members in the Christchurch area took exemplary
care of the needs of the delegates. Their keen
organizational skills, their appetizing meals and
their warm hospitality will long be remembered
with fondness.
The Conference opened with words of greetings
from the hosting church, the Reformed Churches
of New Zealand. Upon the recommendation of the
Interim Committee, the Executive was appointed.
It was composed of the Rev. Bruce Hoyt (RCNZ) as
Chairman, the Rev. Richard Holst (EPCEW) as Vicechairman, the Rev. Cornelius Van Spronsen (CanRC)
as Corresponding Secretary, the Rev. Dr Peter Naylor
(EPCEW) as Recording Secretary and Mr. Henk
Berends (CanRC) as Treasurer. The Rev. Bort de Graaf
(CRCN), the retiring Chairman, was thanked for his
services to the Conference over the past four years.

Member Churches

When the Conference opened it consisted of the
following members:
• Associate Reformed Presbyterian Church (ARPC)
• Calvinist Reformed Churches in Indonesia
(Gereja Gereja Reformasi Calvinis di Indonesia
NTT) (CRCI, was GGRC)
• Canadian Reformed Churches (CanRC)
• Christian Reformed Churches in the Netherlands
(Christelijke Gereformeerde Kerken in
Nederland) (CRCN, was CGKN)
• Confessing Reformed Church in Congo (Église
Reformée Confessant au Congo) (CRCC, was
ERCC)
In this issue of Lux Mundi we give special attention to theInternational Conference of
Reformed Churches that was held in Christchurch, New Zealand, from October 15 to 22,
2009. First, there is the official Press Release, then an interview with Rev. Dr James Visscher,
chairman of the Review Committee, and finally an impression by Rev. Dr Peter Naylor.
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• Evangelical Presbyterian Church in England and
Wales (EPCEW)
• Evangelical Presbyterian Church of Ireland (EPCI)
• Free Church of Scotland (FCS)
• Free Church in Southern Africa (FCSA)
• Free Reformed Churches of North America
(FRCNA)
• Free Reformed Churches in South Africa (Die
Vrye Gereformeerde Kerken in Suid Afrika)
(FRCSA, was VGKSA)
• Orthodox Presbyterian Church (OPC)
• Presbyterian Church of Eastern Australia (PCEA)
• Presbyterian Church in Korea (Kosin) (PCKK)
• Presbyterian Free Church of India (PFCI)
previously called the Free Church of Central
India
• Reformed Churches in Indonesia NTT (Gereja
Gereja Reformasi di Indonesia NTT) (RCI, was
GGRI)
• Reformed Churches in the Netherlands
(Gereformeerde Kerken in Nederland
(vrijgemaakt)) (RCN, was GKN(v))
• Reformed Churches in New Zealand (RCNZ)
• Reformed Churches in South Africa (RCSA, was
GKSA)
• Reformed Churches of Spain (Iglesias
Reformadas de Espana) (RCS, was IRE)
• Reformed Church in the Unites States (RCUS)
• Reformed Presbyterian Church of Ireland (RPCIre)
• Reformed Presbyterian Church of North America
(RPCNA)
• Reformed Presbyterian Church of North East
India (RPCNEI)
• United Reformed Churches in North America
(URCNA)

New Member Churches

During the Conference the following churches were
received as new members:
• Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) (FCC);
• Independent Reformed Church in Korea (IRCK);
• Heritage Reformed Congregations (HRC);
• Reformed Churches of Brazil (Igrejas Reformadas
do Brasil) (RCB, was IRB);
• Reformed Presbyterian Church of India (RPCInd).

Papers

The theme of the Conference was “The Vitality of
the Reformed Faith.” This theme was explored by
means of four papers. Each paper was delivered
in the evening at the Bishopdale Church in order
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that the members of that church and neighbouring
churches could also be present. Discussion followed
and the next day it continued at the Holiday Inn in a
number of workshops and a plenary session.
The first paper was delivered by Dr George W.
Knight III (OPC) and had as title: “The Vitality of
the Reformed Faith: Facing the Challenge of the
Charismatic Movement.” Dr Knight began by
analyzing four episodes in the book of Acts (Acts
2: 1-41; 8: 4-25; 10: 1 – 11: 18; 19: 1-7) related to the
outpouring of the Holy Spirit. He went on to deal
with the filling and fulfillment of the Spirit, paying
special attention to the gifts of prophecy, signs and
wonders, speaking in tongues and healing. He also
made some suggestions about how to interact with
those deemed to be “charismatics”.
The second paper was delivered by Dr Nelson
D. Kloosterman (URCNA) and had as title: “The
Vitality of the Reformed Faith: Facing the Challenge
of Individualism in Church Life.” Dr Kloosterman
first described the nature of the challenge that
individualism poses for the church and the
Christian faith. He then moved on to a diagnosis of
the matter identifying a number of causes relating
to a loss of transcendence, evangelicalism and
the psychologizing of the self. Finally, he outlined
a response to the problem that related to the
church’s worship and confession.
The third paper was delivered by the Rev. Frank van
Dalen (ARPC) and had as title: “The Vitality of the
Reformed Faith: Facing the Challenge from Islam.”
The Rev. Van Dalen gave an update on the work
that the ARPC is doing in Iran, Turkey and Pakistan.
He spoke about Muslim distinctives and also gave
numerous suggestions as to how to minister to
them.
The fourth paper was delivered by Dr Mohan
Chacko (RPCInd) and had as title: “The Vitality of
the Reformed Faith: Facing the Challenge of the
Asian Context.” Dr Chacko opened his address by
identifying three challenges facing the churches
in the Asian-Pacific region: the charismatic
movement, individualism and Islam. He then
proceeded to delineate four paradigms in relation
to Pentecostalism. This in turn was followed by an
examination of individualism. It was concluded by a
number of observations on Asian missions.
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Introductions

A number of churches applied for membership in
the ICRC. They introduced themselves during the
meeting. Other churches sent observers or visitors
to the Conference, several of which introduced
themselves or updated the meeting on current
work: the Christian Reformed Churches of Australia,
the Grace Presbyterian Church of New Zealand and
the Reformed Church in Japan.

Missions

The missionary mandate of the church has had the
attention of the member churches of the ICRC since
its inception. The 2009 meeting was no different.
The Mission Committee presented its report
and it highlighted the fact that regional mission
conferences are growing in number. These
conferences were held in Europe (2007 and 2008),
Africa (2008), and Asia-Pacific (2008). A newsletter
has been published on a more or less regular basis.
Contact was also made with the World Reformed
Fellowship (WRF) and more contact will be pursued.
Furthermore, it was decided to arrange a meeting
of representatives of the world mission agencies
of the ICRC member churches to exchange
information and explore ways for possible
multilateral cooperation. Information (names,
qualifications, areas of expertise and contact
details) will be compiled on short-term theological
teachers in order that member churches may be
made aware of existing resources and be able to
make use of them. Protocols on how members may
deal with major disasters and persecuted Christians
were adopted.
Other Significant Actions
It was decided to accept a proposal from one of
the churches to appoint a Committee to review all
aspects of the Conference. A proposed amendment
to the Constitution was also passed along to the
Review Committee for its study and evaluation.
Budgetary Matters
An income and expense statement was received
and adopted. It showed that the Conference spent
$136,638.09 (USD) from 2006 to 2009. A four year
budget for 2010-2013 in the amount of $140,000.00
(USD), or $35,000.00 per annum, was adopted.
Next Meeting of the Conference
The next meeting is scheduled, the Lord willing,
for September of 2013 in Cardiff, Wales, United
Kingdom, hosted by the Evangelical Presbyterian
Church in England and Wales (EPCEW).
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The ICRC Reviewed

One of the decisions taken by the International Conference of Reformed
Churches 2009, held in New Zealand, was to appoint a Review Committee.
Rev. Dr James Visscher, minister of the Canadian Reformed Church of
Langley, was appointed chairman of this committee. Dr Visscher was
involved with the ICRC at its inception, and attended the most recent
conference as member of the Canadian Reformed Committee for Relations
with Churches Abroad. The following is an interview with Dr Visscher. Why
is the ICRC having itself reviewed? And where might this lead?

The ICRC has existed now for some 25 years. Could
you name three of the more important contributions
it has made to Reformed ecumenicity?
The first thing that comes to mind is that the
ICRC has played an important role in creating a
network of contacts. While some of the current
members, coming out of the Reformed Ecumenical
Synod, were already part of such a network, many
member churches were not.
Secondly, the ICRC has been very useful to the
member churches in the area of mission. For
example, an inventory has been made of all the
mission activities of the member churches.
Another benefit is that the ICRC has been a catalyst
in creating regional networks, with the creation of
regional conferences in many regions of the world.
Most importantly, the ICRC brings to expression
the catholicity of Christ’s church. While it is known
that confessional Reformed churches are found
around the globe, it is at the ICRC that this becomes
explicitly apparent.
The ICRC press release indicates that a member
church requested the creation of a Review
Committee. Which church was that, and why did it
do so?
The Canadian Reformed Churches suggested
that, given the fact that the ICRC has existed for
25 years, this would be a good time to review. In
addition, I would say that there is a feeling that the
ICRC could be doing more.
How was this proposal received by the ICRC body?
There was very little discussion, and no dissent;
there was unanimous approval.

n About the author:
Roelf C. (Karlo) Janssen is co-editor of Lux Mundi
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Who were all those appointed to the Review
Committee?
I was appointed chairman of the committee, and
Mr Mark T. Bube of the Orthodox Presbyterian
Church was appointed secretary. The other
members are Mr John Vanderstoep (Canadian
Reformed Churches), Rev. Heon Soo Kim
(Independent Reformed Churches in Korea), Rev.
James MacIver (Free Church of Scotland), Rev. Bruce
Hoyt (Reformed Churches of New Zealand), and Rev.
Douwe Breed (Reformed Church in South Africa).
How will the Review Committee go about its work?
The various aspects of the review have been divided
among the committee members. We will be looking
at the operations of the ICRC, the operations of
other global ecumenical bodies, and speaking with
those who have been involved for a longer period
of time in the ICRC. Digital means will be used to
communicate with each other: Skype, e-mail; we
will have face-to-face meetings as needed.
What contributions would member churches like
to see the ICRC make to Reformed ecumenicity in
addition to those it is already making?
The member churches have not really expressed
themselves on this. Three areas that will certainly
be receiving attention are theological education,
mission, and missionary aid activities. The
usefulness of the four-yearly meeting in its present
structure will be looked at. For the smaller member
churches with limited resources, the ICRC could also
function as a natural channel for assistance. The
ICRC could become more of a bridge between the
member churches.
Are there any roles the ICRC plays which member
churches would like to see it drop? If so, which and
why?
Not that I’ve heard of. Okay, the ICRC has generally
been a very minimalist body, so there is nothing
really that needs to be dropped. It is clear that
during a conference, as much business is done
between the sessions as during sessions. This may
mean that the structure of the conferences needs
to be reconsidered.
One of the more prominent matters reflected on by
the ICRC is outreach, especially in the form of foreign
missions. What role does the ICRC play in this at the
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that communicating with some member churches
is not always easy.
The ICRC was born in the early days of globalism.
Today we notice more of a tendency towards
balancing globalism and regionalism. Is this
noticeable in ICRC circles as well?
Yes, I think so. Especially in this sense: that regional
conferences are becoming more popular. The
European Conference got off to a good start and,
with varying success, conferences have been held
in Africa and Asia. Some regions are proving more
challenging. For example, since all North American
member churches are also members of the North
American Presbyterian and Reformed Council, a
need for an ICRC regional conference is not really
felt. By the way, it is interesting to note that of the
11 NAPARC members, 8 are ICRC members.

Rev. Dr James Visscher
photo P.G.B. de Vries

moment, and what roles might the ICRC fruitfully
play in addition?
The ICRC functions primarily as a network. Member
churches would like to see more cooperation in the
area of mission, both in regard to developing policy
and in regard to activities in the fields. It would be
good if the ICRC could be more pro-active in this
area, so that churches would be more in tune with
each other. Something the churches would like to
see happen is that mission representatives of the
member churches get together on a regular basis.
The Review Committee is also allowed to look at
possibly updating the Constitution and Regulations.
Are there limits to this?
No limits have been explicitly set. It goes
without saying that the basis and purpose of the
organization will not be reviewed. The focus will
be especially on structures and procedures, for
example, the procedure to apply for membership.
Given the size and diversity of the ICRC, to what
extent is changing the Constitution a viable and
achievable exercise?
It depends in part what will be changed. However,
given the fact that the ICRC only meets once every
four years, and in some member churches their
broadest assembly meets only once every three
years, it will be a slow process. Another factor is
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The World Reformed Fellowship is another global
body that caters to the orthodox Reformed
ecumenical network. What distinguishes the ICRC
from the WRF? Will the Review Committee also be
looking at the relationship between the WRF and
ICRC?
The WRF seems to be a less formal network, not
only consisting of member churches, but also
having institutions and persons as members. The
Review Committee will indeed be getting in touch
with the WRF.
What sort of things will be considered by the Review
Committee?
The WRF has a strong focus on mission.
Co-operation in the area of mission is thus high
on the list. Theological training is another issue
that will be looked at. It has become clear that no
ICRC member church actually has a full academic
centre for mission studies, while there are such
organizations associated with the WRF.
Should the ICRC strive to relate more to the individual
members of its member churches?
The ICRC should certainly raise its profile. The
RES used to have a regular newsletter, which
was quite popular. We could use a website for
this. The ICRC could also be helpful to member
churches and their members by drawing attention
to helpful products and services found within the
pool of ICRC members; I think especially of studies
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done on certain theological issues. This could
be accomplished by having the corresponding
secretary take on an expanded role.
Should our Lord tarry, where will the ICRC be in 25
years?
It will have grown further. It will also have had
to deal with a number of theological issues
arising within the member churches. The various
contexts of the member churches – secularism,
evangelicalism, Islam – give rise to all sorts
of doctrinal and ethical pressures. Islam is a
threatening force in our world and the churches
that face it directly will require much assistance.
Van Dalen’s presentation at the recent ICRC made
that very clear.
n

The ICRC  
a short report


A Press Release of the International Conference of Reformed Churches
(ICRC), held in Christchurch, New Zealand, from October 15 to 22, 2009, was
published in October (included in this issue). Full Proceedings should be
published early in 2010. These should also become available on the website
at icrconline.com.

T

he original plans for the ICRC were made
in 1982 by a small group of churches that
saw the need for a biblical approach to
ecumenical relations. The first conference took
place in 1985 and it has met every four years since
then.
It has grown steadily. In 2009 five new members
were welcomed. There are now 30 member
churches and more are seeking to join. Members
come from every continent. Therefore, as far as
possible, the ICRC meets in a different region of the
world each time.

Special

The ICRC is certainly special, if not unique, in
ecumenical relations today. It has a strong
confessional foundation. It brings together Reformed
and Presbyterian Churches that hold to the
Westminster Standards or the Three Forms of Unity.
This is in stark contrast with the World Council of
Churches which aims at organizational unity with a
minimalist approach to doctrinal matters.
It limits its membership to churches, not individuals
and para-church organizations.

New Zealand, 2009

The Reformed Churches of New Zealand hosted
the conference and they did a magnificent job. No
effort was spared to make it a success. Members of
the three congregations in Christchurch extended
very warm hospitality to the delegates. Some
wonderful meals, an interesting sight-seeing day!
One evening after the meal, some of the young
people danced two Maori dances, one being the
haka (well-known to rugby fans). All these efforts
n About the author:
Rev. Dr Peter Naylor is minister of the Immanuel Presbyterian Church in Cardiff,
associated with the Evangelical Presbyterian Chruch in England and Wales. He was
Recording Secretary of the ICRC 2009.
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Chairman Bruce Hoyt and
the first speaker George
Knight
(photo P. Naylor)

were greatly appreciated. The conference’s evening
sessions were held in the Bishopdale Church,
giving local church members the opportunity to
attend. There was a spirit of close fellowship at all
times. Delegates could feel encouraged by their
co-workers, fellow-soldiers for Christ in the spiritual
warfare.
Four papers were presented and discussed. The
subjects were: (1) Are the extraordinary, charismatic
gifts to be sought today? (2) The problem of
individualism in the churches. (3) Approaching
Muslims with the gospel. (4) The challenges and
opportunities for the gospel in Asia.
Representatives of several churches gave reports
about their present situation. Often the conference
hears from brothers who have experienced
persecution or hostile pressure.
The conference devoted a lot of attention
to mission. It seeks to encourage prayer and
co-operation both in the mission field and in
theological training. It was a great encouragement
from the Canadian Reformed Churches to hear that
the Lord had opened a door for the gospel among
Chinese people in Canada and in China itself.

are exploring the possibilities of stronger fellowship
in the work of Christ’s kingdom.
Member churches can learn from one another and
encourage one another to continue in a faithful
path. As we do so, we are growing closer together.
Local congregations can benefit from ministers’
visits and pulpit exchanges. When members travel,
they can look at the list of member churches and
find out where they can worship while they are
away from home. Resources can be pooled and
shared.
The next ICRC is due to be in 2013 and it is hoped
that this can take place in Cardiff Wales, with the
EPCEW congregations there acting as the hosts.
What should be the focus next time? There was
agreement that it would be profitable to take up
the subject of Preaching. At the heart of Reformed
Church life is the regular proclamation of the
Word of God. May the Lord guide and bless the
preparations that will be made during the next
four years and stir us up to pray for one another
faithfully.
n

Benefits of the ICRC

Many benefits come to the churches through
the ICRC. For example, since 2005, the European
Churches have been helped to draw closer together.
They are becoming more aware of one another and
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 uropean Conference of
E
Reformed Churches
Invitations have been sent to the eight European
member churches of the ICRC to attend the third
European Conference of Reformed Churches.
This conference will be held, God willing, March
16th to 19th 2010 in Edinburgh, Scotland. The
theme for the conference is “ROUTE”: Reaching
out unitedly to Europe. The main speaker will be
Dr. Richard L. Pratt.

Ecclesiastical contacts can contact the ecumenical
committee of one of the member churches for
more information and in order to be invited to the
conference.

Dr. Richard L. Pratt, Jr., is the president of Third
Millennium Ministries. He is adjunct professor
of Old Testament at Reformed Theological
Seminary, and a visiting professor at Covenant
Theological Seminary. He is an ordained minister
in the Presbyterian Church in America, and travels
extensively to evangelize and teach.

		
		

There will be a plenary discussion between Rev.
David Robertson and Dr Stefan Paas on the
missionary quality of the reformed theology;
presentations and workshops will be held. We would
like to find encouragement in the true spiritual way
of Scripture reading, singing and prayer.
In 2006 and 2008 the
EuCRC was held in Soest,
The Netherlands
(photo P.G.B. de Vries)
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We call upon the member churches representatives
should be sent and to invite your ecclesiastical
contacts, missionary organisations and theological
institutes to attend the conference too.

December 2009

We are looking forward to seeing you,
on behalf of the organising committee,
Rev. Han Schenau
chairman

European member churches of the ICRC
• Christelijke Gereformeerde Kerken in
Nederland
• Evangelical Presbyterian Church in
England and Wales
• Evangelical Presbyterian Church (Ireland)
• Free Church of Scotland
• Free Church of Scotland (continuing)
• Gereformeerde Kerken in Nederland
• Iglesias Reformadas de España
• Reformed Presbyterian Church of Ireland
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Programme EuCRC
14.00

15.00
15.30
16.00
16.30
17.00
19.00
20.00
20.30
21.00

08.00

09.30
09.45

16-19 March 2010

10.30
11.00
12.00
12.30
14.00
14.30
15.30
16.00
16.30
17.00
19.30
20.30

21.00

Tuesday 16th

Arrival and Registration
Opening Devotional
Opening Address by Chairman –
Rev. J. G. Schenau
Coffee / Tea
Introductions
Dinner
Lecture 1 – Rev. Richard Pratt
Coffee / Tea
Plenary Discussion
Closing Devotions

Wednesday 17th

Breakfast
Devotions
Presentation 1
Rev. David Miller – Information on
evangelistic work currently being
carried out in Europe
Presentation 2
Wolter Rose – Information on
theological education in Europe
Coffee / Tea
Lecture 2 – Richard Pratt
Break / Business Meeting
Lunch
Plenary discussion of Richard Pratt
lecture
Plenary dialogue/presentation –
David Robertson, Stefan Paas
Coffee / Tea
Presentation Eastern Europe and
Southern Europe
Plenary Discussion
Dinner
Thanksgiving and Prayer Service –
Free Church Edinburgh
Coffee / Tea – Free Church
Edinburgh
Recital – Free Church Edinburgh

08.00

09.30
09.45
10.45
11.15
12.00
12.30
14.00
15.00
15.30
16.30
17.00
19.00
20.30
21.00

08.00

09.30
09.45
10.15
10.45
11.45
12.00

Thursday 18th

Breakfast
Devotions
Lecture 3 – Rev. David Meredith
Coffee / Tea
Plenary Discussion of DM lecture
Break
Lunch
Presentation 3 – The Diaconal
Approach to Evangelism
Coffee / Tea
Presentation 4 – Cross-cultural and
Multi-ethnic church planting
Plenary Discussion
Dinner
Plenary Session – Closing Sermon –
Rev. Dr. Iain D. Campbell
Tea / Coffee
Closing Devotions

Friday 19th

Breakfast
Devotions
Business Meeting
Coffee / Tea
Closing Plenary Session – Evaluation,
Planning next Conference
Closing Devotions
Departure – lunch optional at 12.30

The conference will be held in
Edinburgh Conference Centre
Heriot-Watt University
Edinburgh
EH14 4AS
www.edinburgh-conference.com

Registration via

Free Church Offices
The Mound
Edinburgh
EH1 2LS
sharon@freechurchofscotland.org.uk

LuxMundi

December 2009
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Jesus said, “I am
the light of the world.”

John 8:12

December 2009

LuxMundi

